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AI anomalies pose a huge threat to the internet

Hallucinations

Data ownership and intellectual property

Centralization

Bias

Model collapse



Vision for a verifiable internet in the new paper



"The way you train that (AI) system will have to be crowdsourced 
… if you want it to be a repository of all human knowledge, all 
humans need to contribute to it."

Yann LeCun, Turing Award Winner



Characteristics of the Verifiable Internet for AI

No hallucinations Information provenance Embedded incentives

Multiple data sources & 
contributors

Data ownership Data privacy



Verifiable Internet on the highest level

● AI operating on verifiable inputs & services

● Data organized in a Decentralized Knowledge 
Graph (DKG)

● Web3 infrastructure pluggable in broadest 
sense

● Trust root through blockchains

● Positive alignment through token incentives



Knowledge Assets

VECTORS

LINKED DATA

PROOFS

NFT





● Decentralized Artificial Intelligence blockchain 

● Designed to incentivise knowledge creation, 

connectivity and sharing through Knowledge Mining

● 100% community bootstrapped & governed 

● EVM support, Substrate based

NeuroWeb network

neuroweb.ai



NEURO token fueling Decentralized AI

● Bitcoin incentivises PoW mining
● Neuro incentivises trusted 

knowledge mining and intelligence

How?

Neuro token emissions for Knowledge 
Mining through on chain Governance

“Crowdsourcing” knowledge for AI



Knowledge Paranets 

Collections of Knowledge Assets, AI 
agents, and services for a specific 
knowledge category

Choose your own blockchain, services, 
set of ontologies, incentivisation rules, 
quality checks, etc.

Submit a governance proposal on 
NeuroWeb for Neuro incentive emissions



● Start a paranet: propose your idea to the community and get 
Neuro incentives 

● Apply for a ChatDKG developer grant (at hps://chatdkg.ai)

● Add services and knowledge for DKG paranets

● Run Neuroweb - host blockchain nodes, stake, participate

● Join the community today (Discord link in QR code)

The Verifiable Internet wants you



"We live in a time of abundant connectivity and alas abundant 
misinformation. The OriginTrail Decentralized Knowledge Graph (DKG) is an 
evolving tool for finding the truth in knowledge. In particular, we see 
knowledge graphs improving the fidelity of artificial intelligence."

Dr Bob Metcalfe, Ethernet inventor & Internet pioneer



Backup



OriginTrail DKG: a confederation of Paranets

Decentralized AI 
Solutions

Answer

AI models

dRAG query to one
or multiple Paranets

Retrieved knowledge



OriginTrail - Verifiable Web for Decentralized AI

Decentralized Knowledge Graph combines 

knowledge graph and blockchain technologies, 

enabling organizations to transform their data 

into highly connected, interoperable, and 

AI-ready Knowledge Assets.








